-How to do the Write thing Essay-

What is violence? What does violence do to your life? Violence is what I hear on fox 25 News about a killing that happened in my neighborhood. Violence is not doing anything to affect my life because I have control over my own education. I hear about violence in my neighborhood when I walk home from school or going to a park. In my life I have not witnessed violence up close, but truthfully I fare of it. I fare that violence may hurt one of the closest important people in my life.

Violence has affected my life by ruining my surroundings. Violence has a way of getting to people and it affects my friends too. I never get caught up into violence because I know it might lead to bed decisions. One day I did get into a fight, but I learned from it. I try to stay positive because violence is not the answer. I have learned that violence affected my life by killing someone close to me. I think that’s why I’m the way I am today, if I see a fight or any violence I try to avoid it because it only makes matters worse. Violence doesn’t really affect me, but it does affect my friends and family by letting all that negativity get in the way of everything and changes up attitudes. I just am glad that the abundance of violence in my neighborhood has no effect on me to the point where I would want to be apart of violence.

Youth violence is caused by teens who are in gangs or teenagers who get bullied. Bullying can effect a teen to the point where he/she may feel violence is the way to solve that problem. In gangs teenagers may cause violence by fighting having altercations over territories. A teenage gang member can cause violence because maybe they think violence is their only option. Youth violence is caused by many teens, but not all think its right. Sometimes violence by teens can’t be prevented because he/she is in a gang, but it
also does not mean they don’t care that someone is loosing a life or getting harmed. Also feeling isolated and rejected can accumulate violence.

    I can’t prevent youth by breaking up fights when I see one. Also to tell a friend on student council to organize more after school activities. When I see or hear about drama that will be on outcome of violence I could talk to that person. I can try to get more of my friends who are involved in violence to stop. Also to have more community centers open so that the youth can be positive after school.

    Violence has hurt important people to me and others and I don’t know why citizens still get involved in it. As a person of youth myself I can try to be positive because violence has affected their lives so much. As a friend and a person of my community I could start book clubs at my house or even sport activities to prevent violence. The causes of youth violence shouldn’t have rights, all teens are doing is hurting themselves and their families by being in a gang activity or bullying on the media. Some people who is feeling hurt and sad might feel that the only way he/she can earn respect is through violence, violence needs to stop and as an individual myself I will help to prevent it.